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From: Ravens Dance
To: Planning Clerk
Subject: permit objection
Date: Wednesday, July 06, 2022 8:25:27 AM

Project Title:  MHG LLC
Record #   PLN-10930-CUP
Parcel #   216-392-006
Date of Hearing    Thursday July 7  2022 6 pm

I am a 80 year old great grandmother and own and live on 4 parcels 40 acres of land in Rancho
Sequoia subdivision Alderpoint.
The property that is applying for a cannabis permit is only 310 feet from my property

I ask that this permit not be granted as it would cause  many health and safety issues that
would result in elder abuse as defined by the State of California.
"Elder Abuse Law  Penal Code 368PC
Criminal abuse occurs when someone willfully allows or causes an elder to suffer. This can
include the inflecting of either mental suffering or physical pain on the elderly person. 
It is against the law to put someone in a situation where their health or well being is in
danger."

The following items define what has been and will continue to create many issues if permit is
granted.

1. Generator noise and toxic exhaust will force all house windows to remain closed at all times
to keep nose and toxic exhaust fumes out and will prevent being outside due to damage to
health 

2, Excessive well water pumping can cause loss of water from  a spring on my property,as it is
connected to cannabis grow property by an underground water source. This spring becomes a
small creek that goes into Powers Creek then into Steelhead Creek and then into the Ell River
by Alderpoint.

3 .Water storage for cannabis grow is not adequate for the amount of water needed.

4. Smell of 10,000 dead skunks this close to where I live would at certain times make my
property inhabitable .

5. Excessive dog barking for hours and sometimes all night and dogs allowed to run loose on
my property which would make it unsafe at times for anyone walking around on my property.

6. Road use. The road that would be used cannot hold up to this much traffic as it is barely
more that a dirt trail and in many area is only about 10 feet wide.  
The president of the road association has stated that this size of cannabis grow would destroy
this road.
This is the road that I use.
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7. I am in the process of having my property put into a Private Forest Reserve named Ravens
Dance for scientific research and education purposes. This cannabis grow issues would
interfere with the planned work of forest fire prevention cleanup and cause health issues with
those working  and visiting here.

The issuance of this cannabis permit would cause massive damage to the quality of my life
and prevent family,  friends and volunteer workers from visiting my property and enjoying the
forest which I have been doing for the last 45 years.

If this cannabis grow is permitted I may be forced to take legal action to protect myself.

Sincerely 
Deanna Arias
ravensdance.org@gmail.com
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